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Heavy Quark Results at D� FERMILAB-Conf-97/008-E

David K. Feina, for the D� Collaboration

aDepartment of Physics, University of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ 85721, USA

Recent results on heavy quark physics from the D� experiment at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider are reported.

Topics included are top quark production and mass determination, bottom production and correlations, and

charmonium production.

1. INTRODUCTION

The D� detector, located at the Fermi Na-
tional Accelerator Laboratory, is a large multi-
purpose detector designed to study a wide
range of physics phenomena produced in proton-
antiproton collisions at

p
s = 1:8 TeV. This paper

summarizes recent heavy quark results from the
D� experiment. Results are presented on the
top quark production cross section and top quark
mass, inclusive beauty production and bb corre-
lations, and �nally charmonium production. A
complete description of the D� detector can be
found in Ref. [1].

2. TOP PHYSICS

Since the announcement of the top quark dis-
covery by D�[2] and CDF[3] more than a year
ago, D� has nearly doubled its data sample to
100 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. In addition,
methods for measuring top quark properties have
improved. Both the top cross section and top
mass analyses presented here assume that the top
quark is pair-produced and decays 100% of the
time into a W boson and a b-quark.

2.1. Top Cross Section

The top quark cross section measurement is
based on seven di�erent channels of tt decay.
These include the dilepton channels where both
W bosons decay leptonically (e� + jets, ee + jets,
�� + jets) and the single lepton channels where
just one W boson decays leptonically (e + jets
and � + jets). The single lepton channels are
further subdivided according to whether or not

an extra non-isolated muon is observed consistent
with b ! � +X. The muon-tagged channels are
denoted as e + jets/� and � + jets/�.
Top events in the dilepton channels are selected

by requiring two isolated leptons, two or more
jets, and large missing transverse energy, E/T .
In the single-lepton channels, one isolated lepton,
large E/T , and three or more jets (with muon tag)
or four or more jets (without tag) are required. A
summary of the kinematic cuts for each channel
is found in Table 1.
Each channel applies an HT cut, where HT is

de�ned as the scalar sum of the jet ET in the
event. The de�nition ofHT for the dilepton chan-
nels is slightly modi�ed to include the leading
electron ET . A series of special cuts are also em-
ployed to remove Z + jets backgrounds in the ee
+ jets, �� + jets, and � + jets/� channels. A
detailed description of these cuts can be found in
Refs.[2,4]. In the single-lepton plus jets channels,
cuts on aplanarity, A, and EWT are used to help
remove backgrounds, where EWT is de�ned as the
scalar sum of the ET of the lepton and E/T .
The acceptance for tt events was calculated us-

ing the ISAJET[5] Monte Carlo and a detector
simulation using the GEANT[6] program. Sys-
tematic errors in the acceptance for tt events were
determined using the HERWIG[7] event genera-
tor.
A total of 37 events in the seven channels sur-

vive all selection criteria with an expected back-
ground of 13.4�3.0 events, as shown in Table 2.
The measured cross section as a function of top
quark mass is shown in Fig. 1. Using the D� mea-
surement of the top quark mass (169 GeV/c2),
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Table 1
Kinematic requirements for top cross section event selection.

High pT Leptons Jets Missing ET Topological

Channel ET (e) pT (�) Njet ET (jet) E/T
cal E/T HT A EWT

e� + jets 15 15 2 20 20 10 120 - -
ee + jets 20 2 20 25 - 120 - -
�� + jets 15 2 20 - - 100 - -

e + jets 20 4 15 25 - 180 0.065 EWT > 60 GeV
� + jets 20 4 15 20 20 180 0.065 EWT > 60 GeV

e + jets/� 20 3 20 20 - 110 0.04 -
� + jets� 20 3 20 20 20 110 0.04 -

the top production cross section is 5.2�1.8 pb.
As a cross check, the top production cross section
was also calculated for the dilepton, tagged, and
untagged single-lepton channels independently.
All measurements were found to agree well within
errors.

Table 2
Expected number of top events, hN i, in the seven
channels, based on the central theoretical tt pro-
duction cross section of Ref.[8], for Mt = 180
GeV/c2. Also shown are the expected back-
ground and number of observed events in each
channel.
Channel hN i Bkg Data

e� + jets 1.7�0.3 0.4�0.1 3
ee + jets 0.9�0.1 0.7�0.2 1
�� + jets 0.5�0.1 0.5�0.3 1
e + jets 6.5�1.4 3.8�1.4 10
� + jets 6.4�1.5 5.4�2.0 11
e + jets/� 2.4�0.4 1.4�0.4 5
� + jets/� 2.8�0.9 1.1�0.2 6

Total 21.2�3.8 13.4�3.0 37

2.2. Top Mass

Results for the top quark mass measurement
are shown here for the single-lepton + jets chan-
nel. The event selection for these channels is sim-
ilar to those shown in Table 1, with the exception
that each event is required to have at least four
jets and no HT or A cuts are applied. This re-
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Figure 1. Preliminary tt production cross section
as a function of top quark mass.

sults in a total of 8 events with a �-tag and 85
without.
For each event, a mass (mfit) is calculated as-

suming that the event is from a tt pair and that
the four jets are either from W ! qq or the b
jets. Of the 24 possible solutions (12 for tagged
events) for mfit, only events with a mass �t solu-
tion with �2 < 7 are kept. This leaves 73 events in
the sample. This sample is still highly contami-
nated with W + jets events. To distinguish tt

events from the background, four kinematic vari-
ables have been identi�ed that have very di�erent
distributions for signal and background[9]:

v1 � E/T
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v2 � A � 3

2
� least eigenvalue of P

v3 � HT2 � HT � E
j1
T

Hk

v4 � KTmin � (min of 6 �Rjj) �Elesser j
T

EWT
;

where �Rjj is the distance in �, � between any
two jets, A is the aplanarity, P is the normalized
momentum tensor of the jets and the W in the
laboratory frame, and Hk is the scalar sum of jpzj
of the jets, charged lepton, and neutrino.
In order to maximize the di�erences between

signal and background, we construct a top likeli-
hood discriminant, D, using the normalized sig-
nal to background ratios of v1�v4. To determine
the signal to background ratio and the most likely
value ofmt, the data and Monte Carlo are binned
in 10 GeV bins ofmfit and six regions of top qual-
ity:
1) All �-tagged events,
2) HT2 � 90 GeV, D � 0:59,
3) HT2 � 90 GeV, 0:43 � D < 0:59,
4) HT2 � 90 GeV, 0:27 � D < 0:43,
5) HT2 � 90 GeV, D < 0:27,
6) HT2 < 90 GeV.
Figure 2 shows these distributions for a Monte
Carlo background sample, a Monte Carlo tt sam-
ple, and the data. The entire sample of events,
all six regions, is referred to as the PR (pre-
cut) sample, and contains an estimated signal-to-
background ratio (S/B) of 1:2. As seen in Fig. 2,
the �rst three regions are tt enriched and have
S/B�2:1. This subsample is referred to as the
LB (low bias) sample.
To extractmt, we maximize a Poisson-statistics

likelihood function using discrete values of mt.
Using this likelihood function, the number of
signal (ns) and the number of background (nb)
events are found which maximized the likelihood
for the PR sample as a function of mt. Once ns
was determined for the PR sample, the same pro-
cedure was repeated for the LB sample but with
ns constrained within errors to the amount ex-
pected from the �t to the PR sample. The �ve
points closest to the minimum of the likelihood
function were �tted to a quadratic form to �nd
the minimum value, and the closest nine points
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of background, tt Monte
Carlo, and the data as a function of top quark
mass and top quality bins (see text).

to a cubic to determine the uncertainty. The re-
sults of this �t are shown in Fig. 3, and give a top
quark mass of 169�8(stat)�8(sys).

3. BOTTOM PHYSICS

The study of b-quark production in high energy
pp collisions provides a benchmark test of per-
turbative QCD. The next-to-leading order (NLO)
calculations of inclusive b and di�erential bb pro-
duction cross sections have been available for
some time[10,11]. Previous measurements of the
inclusive b-quark production[12,13] cross section
indicate disagreements in the overall normaliza-
tion between data and the NLO calculations. Be-
cause of these uncertainties, it is important to
have a �rm understanding of the measured b-
quark production cross section.
D� detects b-quarks through their semilep-

tonic decays into high pT (transverse momentum
with respect to the beam) muons. In addition,
some D� measurements make use of the fact that
muons originating from b-quarks are accompanied
by hadrons from fragmentation and decay of the
parent b-quark (jets). The characteristics of the
muons and accompanying jets can be used to fur-
ther identify b-quarks.
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Figure 3. Distribution of mfit for the LB data
sample, where the solid(dashed) crosses are pre-
dictions from �tted values for the sum of signal
and background(background only). Also shown
is the likelihood as a function of mt.

3.1. Inclusive b-Quark Production

The inclusive b-quark production cross section
for jybj < 1 is measured using four di�erent pro-
cesses:

� Inclusive muon: pp! bbX ! �X;

� Muon + jets: pp! bbX ! �+ jets;

� Dimuon + jets: pp! bbX ! ��+ jets;

� J= production: pp! J= X ! ��X.

The cross sections measured using the inclusive
muon sample[14] and the J= sample[15] have
been published.
Figure 4 shows the results for the integrated b-

quark production cross section as a function of
pminT for jybj < 1. Also included is the NLO
QCD prediction[10] using mb = 4.75 GeV/c2 and
the MRSD0[16] structure functions with �5

MS
= 140 MeV. The theoretical uncertainty results
from varying the mass of the b-quark from 4:5 <
mb < 5:0 GeV/c2, the QCD mass scale between
100 < �5

MS
< 187 MeV, and the factoriza-

tion and renormalization scale, �, in the range
�0=2 < � < 2�0, where �

2
0 = m2

b + hpbT i2. While

all of the measurements agree with each other and
with the shape of the QCD prediction, they sys-
tematically lie above the central QCD prediction,
but still within experimental and theoretical un-
certainties.

Figure 4. D� inclusive b-quark measurements.
Also shown is the NLO QCD calculation.

3.2. Forward b! � Production

A measurement of the b ! � production cross
section for forward muons is interesting because
the b-quark production mechanisms may vary as
a function of the b-quark rapidity. In addition,
forward b production is sensitive to smaller values
of Feynman x.
D� has measured the forward b ! � produc-

tion cross section for muons in the forward rapid-
ity range, 2:4 < jy�j < 3:2. By requiring each
muon to have a large number of muon chamber
hits, matching minimum ionizing energy in the
calorimeter, and su�cient momentum kick from
the magnetized iron toroid, combinatorial back-
grounds contributing to the �nal data sample are
estimated to be less than 2%. A total number of
3224 muon candidates survive.
The inclusive muon cross section was calculated
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using

d��

dp
�
t dy

=
1

L�y�pT

N�fp

�
; (1)

where fp is a correction factor to account for mo-
mentum smearing. The �=K decay spectrum por-
tion of the inclusive muon spectrum was obtained
using ISAJET and subtracted. The ISAJET
�=K spectrum is found to be in agreement with
the charged particle spectrum measured by the
CDF collaboration[17] in the central region, j�j <
1. In addition, the ISAJET �=K decay spec-
trum matches the data in the lowest p�T bin (2-
3 GeV/c), which should be dominated by these
decays. The excess cross section above the �=K
contribution is attributed to b- and c-quark decay.
The fraction of muons from b decays to those

from both b and c decays was determined using
ISAJET. The total b- and c-quark cross sections
were separately normalized to NLO QCD calcu-
lations[11]. The di�erential muon cross section
from b decays can then be found by multiplying
this fraction by the �=K decay subtracted inclu-
sive muon spectrum. This cross section is shown
in Fig. 5 with the NLO QCD calculation using
the MRSA'[16] structure functions. In the for-
ward region, the data are roughly a factor of four
above the central values of the theory.

Figure 5. The forward b ! � cross section for
2:4 < jy�j < 3:2.

3.3. bb Correlations

A measurement of the di�erential bb cross sec-
tion gives further information on the underly-
ing QCD production mechanisms by studying the
topological correlation between the two b-quarks.
The di�erence between the azimuthal angle be-
tween the b and the b-quarks (or equivalently, be-
tween the decay muons), allows us to di�eren-
tiate between the contributing QCD production
mechanisms. These contributions include lead-
ing order diagrams (avor creation) and next-
to-leading order diagrams (avor excitation and
gluon splitting). There are also contributions
from interference terms. Figure 6 shows the ex-
pected ���� distributions for the di�erent pro-
duction mechanisms after dimuon cuts using the
ISAJET Monte Carlo. From Fig. 6 we see that
contributions from higher order processes are ex-
pected in the region of ���� < 140�, where the
leading order contribution is small.

Figure 6. The ISAJET ���� distributions for the
di�erent production mechanisms.

In this analysis, dimuon events are selected
where each muon has an associated jet. Addition-
ally, the invariant mass of the dimuon pair must
be between 6 < M�� < 35 GeV/c2. The lower
limit of this cut removes dimuons resulting from
the cascade decay of a single b-quark and J= 

decays, while the upper limit reduces dimuon de-
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cays of the Z boson. Each muon must also satisfy
the kinematic cuts j��j < 0:8 and 4 < p

�
T < 25

GeV/c. A total of 397 events pass all selection
criteria.
Backgrounds in this data sample include the

semileptonic decay of cc pairs, events in which one
or both of the muons are produced by in-ight de-
cays of � or K mesons, and a small contribution
from cosmic ray muons passing through the de-
tector. Muons from Drell-Yan and � decays are
not expected to have jets associated with them,
so their contribution is negligible.
The bb signal is extracted using a maximum

likelihood �t using four di�erent input distribu-
tions. From this �t, we obtain the number bb
events in each bin. The dimuon cross section
originating from bb production is shown in Fig. 7.
Also shown is the NLO QCD prediction that we
have determined using the HVQJET[18] Monte
Carlo. HVQJET is a direct implementation of
the NLO QCD calculation which uses a modi-
�ed version of ISAJET for hadronization, parti-
cle decays, and modeling of the underlying event.
The prediction shown in Fig. 7 includes only the
gluon-gluon initiated subprocesses but other sub-
process contributions are expected to be small.

Figure 7. The ���� spectrum for bb production
compared to the HVQJET prediction.

The data show a clear excess above the HVQ-
JET prediction but agree with the overall shape.
This is in agreement with the inclusive b-quark
cross section results. Figure 7 also shows clear
evidence for contributions from higher order pro-
cesses.

4. CHARM PHYSICS

Charm physics at D� has centered around the
study of bound cc states. One picture[19] of char-
monium production at the Tevatron is thought to
include the following elements: B-hadron decays
into J= and �c, direct production (gluon fusion)
into J= and �c, and gluon and charm fragmenta-
tion into color singlet J= and �c via color singlet
and color octet qq pairs.
The B-hadron decays and gluon fusion compo-

nents of bound cc production are well understood.
The gluon and charm fragmentation components
were added to explain why the measured J= 

cross section at the Tevatron lay above the sum of
the B-hadron decay and direct production com-
ponents. Even after the gluon and charm frag-
mentation contributions are added in, the inclu-
sive prompt  0 data from CDF remained a factor
of 30 above the theoretical predictions. Recent
e�orts by theorists to explain this discrepancy in-
clude charmonium production through fragmen-
tation of the color octet components of its wave
function[20]. The absolute normalization of the
color octet contribution must be �xed by data
however.

4.1. Central J= and �c Production

J= 's in the central region, j�J= j < 0:6, were
detected through their decay into dimuons. Trig-
ger and muon quality cuts are similar to those
imposed in the previous analysis. The invari-
ant mass of the dimuon pair was required to be
less than 6 GeV/c2. For data collected during
the 1992-1993 Tevatron collider run, 1146 dimuon
events remain. The total number of J= 's in this
sample was determined using a maximum likeli-
hood �t. The theoretical J= transverse momen-
tum distribution, with the color octet term ad-
justed to �t the CDF prompt  0 data, describes
the measured J= spectrum well.
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The fraction of J= 's from B decays is de-
termined by an impact parameter analysis using
muons which have matching tracks in the cen-
tral drift chamber and vertex detector. We �nd
that the fraction of J= 's from B decays, fb, is

fb = 0:35�0:09(stat)�0:10(sys) for hpJ= T i = 11:8
GeV/c. These results were used to extract the b-
quark cross section shown in Sec. 3.1.
To determine the fraction of J= 's from �c a

search is made for photons with E > 1 GeV in
a cone of �R = 2:0 about the dimuon direction.
The �c signal is measured by fully reconstructing
the decay chain, �c ! J= ; J= ! ��. The
distribution �M =M���M�� is �t to a Gaus-
sian plus a background shape determined from
the data. This �t is shown in Fig. 8. A total of
74�13 �c events are found from the �t.
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Figure 8. The �M = M�� �M�� distribution
for candidate �c ! J=  events.

Using this �t, and correcting for photon ef-
�ciency and acceptance, we �nd the fraction
of J= 's from �c decays to be f� = 0:32 �
0:07(stat) � 0:07(sys). Correcting for the frac-
tion of �c coming from B decays (0.08�0.03) we
determine a fraction f = (1� fb � f� + fB!�) =
0:41�0:17 of all J= 's that do not originate from

either B of �c decays for hpJ= T i = 11:8 GeV/c.
Therefore, prompt J= production is not domi-
nated by �c decay as expected from gluon frag-

mentation models. This is consistent with the
color octet model.

4.2. Forward J= Production

The forward J= production cross section was
measured using data collected during the 1994-
1995 Tevatron run. Measuring the � dependence
of J= production is interesting because the rela-
tive contributions of J= production mechanisms
may vary with J= rapidity. In addition, the for-
ward J= 's (2:5 < j�J= j < 3:7) probe smaller
Feynman x values of the gluon structure function
than those J= 's produced in the central region
(j�J= j < 0:6).
The o�ine selection criteria for forward J= 's

is identical to those described above for the for-
ward b! � cross section. A total of 1234 events
remain after all cuts. This sample is then di-
vided into six di�erent �J= regions, with a clear
J= signal seen in each region. The number of

J= 's in each p
J= 
T bin is determined by �tting

the dimuon invariant mass to the sum of a Gaus-
sian function plus physics motivated background
in the mass range 2 < M�� < 6 GeV/c2. Af-
ter acceptance, e�ciency, and muon momentum
corrections, we obtain the di�erential cross sec-
tion for forward J= production. The results for

Br �d�=dpJ= T =�� are shown in Fig. 9. This is the
�rst measurement at a hadron collider of the in-
clusive J= cross section at large �J= . The solid
curve in Fig. 9 is the predicted contribution from
B decays only.
Combining the results for both central and

forward J= data, the di�erential cross section,

Br � d�=d�J= , for pJ= T > 8 GeV/c, is given in
Fig. 10. The production cross section in the for-
ward region, �J= � 2:9, is smaller than that in
the central region by about a factor of 5. Also
shown in Fig. 10 is the B decay contribution to
J= production, which shows a similar depen-
dence in �J= .

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on a number of recent mea-
surements by the D� collaboration on heavy a-
vor physics. The top production cross section,
5.2�1.8 pb, is found to be in good agreement
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Figure 9. The forward J= production cross sec-
tion for 2:5 < j�J= j < 3:7.

with theoretical predictions. In addition, the top
mass of 169�8(stat)�8(sys) is calculated using
the single-lepton + jets channel. The inclusive b-
quark production cross section has been measured
using four di�erent channels. In all channels, the
measured cross section is a factor of two larger
than the NLO QCD calculation in the central ra-
pidity region, while an even larger discrepancy
is found in the forward region. For charmonium
production, prompt J= production appears not
to be dominated by �c decay.
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